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We exist to share the love of Jesus with every
person in your world by helping them become
fully devoted followers of Christ.
As I reflect on everything that has happened in this last year, I’m
reminded that even with unknowns and unrest — how we leaned
into our mission, and continued to share the love of Jesus.
While I’m excited to see what God has in store as we get settled in to
our new facility in 2021, I can’t help but look back and be eternally
grateful for how God provided in 2020, and how this church family
continued to support the mission of Church on the Ridge!
In Him,
Pastor Charlie
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“In a year when charitable giving was so
unsettled, it was so encouraging to see the
people of COTR go over-and-above with
their generosity and exceed our budgeted
income!”
Tiffany Barbre
Advisory Council Treasurer
and Finance Chair
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Thank you for your ongoing prayers and financial support of Church on the Ridge.

Thank you for your ongoing prayers and financial support of Church on the Ridge.
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AUTUMN:
ALL IN FOR
FOLLOWING
JESUS!
HELPING HANDS provides hope
for kids in the Snoqualmie Valley
suffering from food insecurity.
Church on the Ridge is a key sponsor
of the Helping Hands Ministry’s
Backpack Program.
This local missions initiative provides
bags of breakfast, lunch, and snacks
for kids who otherwise wouldn’t have
food over the weekend or would
struggle to get that food.
In 2020, COTR helped serve 406
students 55,216 meals.
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Thank you for your ongoing prayers and financial support of Church on the Ridge.

After giving her life to Christ,
Autumn was ready for the next step
of water baptism, but didn’t want
to wait until we had moved into
our new building, or for summer to
come around, to be baptized.
She took the plunge of faith in a hot
tub with COTR leadership and her
community group gathered ‘round.

New people continued to engage
in gatherings at Church on the
Ridge, even in the midst of a
pandemic, changing gathering
options, and cancellation of
community events. In 2020, we
welcomed 104 first-time guests
into our church.

Autumn reflects on her walk with Christ:
“The more that I admit that my money,
my time, and my life belong to God,
the more he blesses me and the less
stress I feel. Now I make decisions based
on what God wants me to do with my
money, my time, and my relationships.”
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When COVID restrictions came into effect, COTR and its
ministries had to adjust—and quickly. Gatherings moved
online, then outside, and then back indoors, but with
modifications. Groups and missions teams met online.
So many people didn’t allow the pandemic to prevent
them from meeting with their church family, but have
embraced a new way of attending. As a result this has
also expanded COTR’s geographical reach!

Moving most ministries online had
us exploring new methods and new
technology affecting much of what
we do—from gatherings, to greeting
others, and leading online groups.
We dove into the online streaming
space, which required extensive
new tech and double the number
of weekly production ministry
volunteers to operate!
Greeters moved online, serving as
hosts during gatherings on Facebook
and the Church Online Platform.
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In an effort to encourage the church and
stay connected to people during the
initial COVID shutdown, Pastor Charlie
began filming short videos each weekday.

SANDRA’S STORY
OF CONNECTION

Almost 800 people have subscribed to

I’ve been blessed by joining a
community group with my husband!

receive these in their Inbox daily, with
hundreds more viewing on Facebook.
Even after returning to in-person
gatherings, these daily interactions
from Pastor Charlie are valuable as
they continue to bring hope and
encouragement to people!
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At first I was hesitant to join, as all
groups had moved online due to
quarantine, and I was already
spending my days on Zoom as a
teacher.

Connection remained a BIG part of the life
of Church on the Ridge, even as we had to
move all our groups online in March of 2020.
72% of the congregation were engaged in
a group* in 2020 as we continued to offer
Community Groups, Women’s Bible Study,
and Men’s Bible Study in an online format.
* This is more than double the national average of 33%

of small group participation within a congregation.

Connecting with my group helped
create the spiritual growth my family
needs, and we have built great
friendships with people who are in
similar seasons of life!
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Based on local restrictions, we had to
cancel community events or heavily
modify those that were able to go
forward.
We were still able to offer some
community outreach events, with
outdoor sports ministries and leagues
helping people keep active and
connected.
A modified drive-through Happiest
Halloween event was great at connecting
the community with COTR, with over 500
people in attendance and cars wrapped
around the block!
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Youth on the Ridge saw a need for
connection and met that need!
With school moving fully online and
meeting places closed, it was imperative
to foster and maintain connections with
students at Church on the Ridge.
When in-person gatherings returned, an
emphasis on in-person connection was a
strength of the youth ministry at COTR.
In fact, compared to pre-shutdown
numbers, the percentage of students
engaged in-person was even higher
than that of adults at COTR.
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LOOKING AHEAD TO 2021
Church on the Ridge staff are growing spiritually and numerically!
The first response of the COTR Staff as the pandemic began was to
pray. Gathering together to begin each day (6-days a week) has been
a key discipline and unexpected blessing for the team that continues
to this day.
Thanks to some foresight and tenacity, COTR secured a PPP loan and
didn’t have to furlough any KOTR Weekday Preschool staff.

Getting occupancy to the new building right before Easter Sunday was a
huge blessing for Church on the Ridge. We are so thankful for the prayer
and the diligent work of staff and volunteers to make this a reality.
As we look forward to the rest of the year, our aim is to continue to
prepare the building for our Grand Opening, so that all areas of the
building are ready to welcome the people of Snoqualmie Valley.
Together we will share the love of Jesus with every person in your world
by helping them become fully devoted followers of Christ.

God has provided us the ability to bring on new staff in 2020, and
people have come on board in faith, so that we are well-positioned
for the future as we settle into our new space and increase
community engagement.
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